
The Dilemma of the Dampened Diyas
As Diwali arrived, the banks of the Indus River were glowing with the beautiful, 
warm light cast by thousands of Diya lamps. Hindus from across the world 
had travelled to India to celebrate the happiest holiday in the Hindu calendar. 
However, as night fell and the sky turned dark, no light could be seen shining 
from the Diya lamps; someone had extinguished them all!

As Detective Chief Inspector on the case, it is your job to find out who 
dampened all of the Diwali Diya lamps. You have taken down the names and 
descriptions of 20 celebrants who were by the river that day. There are also 
five important clues that have been discovered at the scene of the crime.

To crack the case, you will need to solve each clue and check the information 
with the list of names. Will you be able to solve the mystery and relight the 
Diya lamps in time for Diwali celebrations?

Good luck!
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Name Male or  
Female?

Hair Colour Home 
Country

Shoe 
Size

Material 
of Lamp

Alan Reed male black UK 8 brass
Archita Gharapure female black Nepal 6 clay

Arpita Goyal female brown Pakistan 5 glass
Bobby Gulati male brown USA 6 glass
Chelsey Nan female blonde USA 4 clay

Chettur 
Muzumdar

male brown Pakistan 7 brass

Dhuleep Mukhtar male black India 7 brass
Durgawati Shree female grey India 5 clay
Frank Marwah male grey UK 9 clay

Indira Barvadekar female grey Nepal 9 glass
Om Limbu male black Sri Lanka 8 brass
Peter Nandi male ginger Nepal 10 glass

Radha Jadhav female brown Pakistan 5 clay
Siddhi Dheer female grey Sri Lanka 6 glass

Rajendra Sanyal male black Pakistan 8 brass
Rura Chaudhari male brown India 7 clay
Sandra Thacker female ginger UK 5 glass

Sita Vyas female black Sri Lanka 8 brass
Stanley Harrell male blonde USA 9 clay

Celebrant Descriptions

The culprit who dampened the Diya lamps must be                                                          .
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Clue 1
Equal Opportunities

One witness reports seeing the Diya dampener running from the scene 
but was the culprit male or female? Each of these sentences has one 
piece of punctuation missing. Add the missing punctuation from the 

options below. The most common piece of missing punctuation will tell 
you whether the Diya dampener was male or female.

Who would do such a thing
Why would anyone want to ruin Diwali
What a shocking turn of events this is

What could the culprit possibly gain from this
How appalled I am by this
What a horrible crime it is

How can the dampener live with themselves
How dare the culprit ruin this

How cruel a trick this is

The most common piece of missing punctuation is  
                           so the Diya dampener must be  

                         

If a question mark is 
missing most, the culprit 
is female. 

If an exclamation mark is 
missing most, the culprit 
is male.
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Clue 2
Material Possessions 

Amongst the dampened Diyas, you find one that has been left there 
by the culprit! But what is the culprit’s Diya made from? Add the 

missing spelling pattern to the word to complete it. Make sure that you 
spell the words correctly. The spelling pattern with the most matching 

words will show the material that the culprit’s Diya lamp is made 
from.

The spelling pattern with the most matching words is                     so 
the culprit’s own Diya lamp must be made from                             .

musi        expan        

exten        

injec        

tion
  a clay lamp

sion
  a brass lamp

cian
  a glass lamp

inven        

magi        

ten        

ac        

comprehen        
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Clue 3
A Strand of Evidence

Inside one of the dampened Diyas, you find a strand of hair: it must 
belong to the culprit! To find out the colour of the hair, follow the path 

of words which are in the spec word family.

The Diya dampener’s hair must be                                                    .

suspect active receive automated deceit procure
spectate aspect prospect respect cent autonomy

act cover automatic inspect incredible cure
react enact audience specify invent concede

prevent actor action speculate activist actually
perceive credit counteract spectrum reaction actress

credulous deceit animate retrospect spectacle activity
automobile percent century reception perspective percentage
centimetre secure recovered recover specific specimen
intercede curate acted inaccurate inaudible prospectus

Start

grey ginger blonde  brown black
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Clue 4
A Sizeable Offense

Whilst dampening the Diyas, the culprit spilled some water and trailed 
their soggy footprints away from the crime scene. Read the words 

below. Only some of the words use the correct prefix to give the root 
word the opposite meaning. Circle the words which use the correct 

prefix and correct the words which don’t. The number of words with an 
incorrectly used prefix will reveal the Diya dampener’s shoe size.

There are             incorrectly used prefixes so this must be the 
culprit’s shoe size.

antiactive

inpossible

imperfect

inlegal

immature

ilclockwise

imcorrect

ilseptic

insocial

illegible

antipatient

irrelevant
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Clue 5
No Place like Home

On the floor beside the dampened Diyas, you find a plane ticket 
showing the culprit’s home country.  Read the sentences below 

carefully. Decide whether or not it contains an incorrectly spelled 
homophone. If it does, write the correct spelling in the box. If it 

doesn’t, move onto the next sentence. The number of sentences which 
contain an incorrectly spelled homophone will reveal the  

culprit’s home country.

Sentence Error? Correct Spelling
Surely the Diyas weren’t dampened by the 
reign.
I hope the police haven’t missed any evidence.
What the culprit did really isn’t fare.
Just wait until I meet the nasty Diya dampen-
er!
I hope the culprit’s plain ticket will reveal a 
clue.
The Diya dampener will knot get away with 
this.
Why would they medal with everyone’s Diyas?
Surely someone must have scene it happen.
I hope that Diwali isn’t badly effected.
It’s a grate shame that someone would act like 
this.

There are              incorrectly spelled homophones 
so the Diya dampener is from                                                  .

       1 error           2-3 errors     4-5 errors       6-7 errors        8-9 errors      10 errors
      Pakistan               USA         India          Nepal         Sri Lanka            UK
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The Dilemma of the Dampened Diyas 
Answer Sheet

Clue 1 – Equal Opportunities

The most common piece of missing punctuation is an exclamation mark so 
the Diya dampener must be male.

Clue 2 – Material Possessions

tion sion cian
invention expansion musician

action extension magician
injection comprehension

tension

The spelling pattern with the most matching words is sion so the culprit’s 
own Diya lamp must be made from brass.

Sentence Missing Punctuation
Who would do such a thing? question mark
Why would anyone want to ruin Diwali? question mark
What a shocking turn of events this is! exclamation mark
What could the culprit possibly gain from this? question mark
How appalled I am by this! exclamation mark
What a horrible crime it is! exclamation mark
How can the dampener live with themselves? question mark
How dare the culprit ruin this! exclamation mark
How cruel a trick this is! exclamation mark
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Clue 3 – A Strand of Evidence

The path of words in the spec word family is:

suspect active receive automated deceit procure
spectate aspect prospect respect cent autonomy
act cover automatic inspect incredible cure
react enact audience specify invent concede
prevent actor action speculate activist actually
perceive credit counteract spectrum reaction actress
credulous deceit animate retrospect spectacle activity
automobile percent century reception perspective percentage
centimetre secure recovered recover specific specimen
intercede curate acted inaccurate inaudible prospectus

 
The Diya dampener’s hair must be black.

Start

black
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Clue 4 – A Sizeable Offense

Words which should be circled for using the correct prefix:

• illegible;

• immature;

• irrelevant;

• imperfect.

Corrections needed:

Original Word Correction Needed
antiactive inactive
inlegal illegal
imcorrect incorrect
inpossible impossible
ilseptic antiseptic
antipatient impatient
ilclockwise anticlockwise
insocial antisocial

There are 8 incorrectly used prefixes so this must be the culprit’s shoe size.
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Clue 5 – No Place like Home

Sentence Error? Correct Spelling
Surely the Diyas weren’t dampened by the reign. rain
I hope the police haven’t missed any evidence. x -
What the culprit did really isn’t fare. fair
Just wait until I meet the nasty Diya dampener! x -
I hope the culprit’s plain ticket will reveal a clue. plane
The Diya dampener will knot get away with this. not
Why would they medal with everyone’s Diyas? meddle
Surely someone must have scene it happen. seen
I hope that Diwali isn’t badly effected. affected
It’s a grate shame that someone would act like this. great

There are 8 incorrectly spelled homophones so the Diya dampener  
is from Sri Lanka.

The culprit who dampened the Diya lamps must be Om Limbu.
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